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Studies: The <em>BYU Studies</em> Cumulative Index, 1959-1991

the BYU studies cumulative index
1959 1991
the following indexes list all articles reviews

poems works of art
and other materials published in BYU studies from its beginning in 1959
through and including this fourth issue of volume 31 in 1991
the author index lists each item alphabetically by author co
authored articles are listed under the first author book reviews are listed
under the name of the reviewer at the end of each entry in the author
index an items category listings are shown in brackets
the title index lists all items alphabetically by title disregarding
the words A an and the at the beginning of titles works of art are not
listed in the title index they can be readily found in the category index
book reviews are listed in a separate index following the category index
the book review index consists of two parts the first lists book
reviews alphabetically by the author of the book the second lists reviews
alphabetically by the title of the book book reviews are indexed by the
name of the reviewer in the author index
the category index groups all published materials into categories
and lists them alphabetically by author under each category heading
each item is listed in one to three categories
the subject index lists the people places events themes and
topics discussed in BYU studies an item is included in this index when
there is a paragraph or more about that item in the original article or
review the subject of a poem is listed if the poem deals with church
history or doctrine themes of series of poems are also included
all indexes are alphabetized letter by letter according to the rules in
the chicago manual of style
many people have contributed to this index volume some have
worked for many years on this project or its predecessors BYU studies
gratefully acknowledges the contributions made by linda hunter adams
doris brower brian call carolyn cannon doris R dant gary gillum

serena hansen lisa bolin hawkins tim hiatt melinda jeffress
marny parkin kathleen reynolds kent scadlock doug waddoups
mamy
kathryn weeks christina welch and john W welch in addition students
in the winter 1992 editing class english 41 OR taught by linda hunter
adams made a major contribution to the subject index
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